Introduction
Photosynthetic systems efficiently transfer the energy absorbed from incident solar radiation from light harvesting "antenna" complexes to photosynthetic reaction centres. Numerous studies have shown that this energy transport is of near unit efficiency across distances of hundreds of nanometers. 1-4 From the perspective of both time-independent and time-dependent spectroscopy, probably the most well-studied photosynthetic system is the light harvesting II (LH2) complex found in purple bacteria, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] schematically depicted in Figure 1 . Explicit atomistic simulation of nonadiabatic dynamics in photosynthetic light-harvesting complexes presents a significant challenge owing to their size. For example, LH2 (Figure 1 ) contains 27 constituent bacteriochlorophyll-a chromophores (Bchla) (each with over a hundred atoms). 13 This is in addition to the protein environment and a set of embedded carotenoids. As a result, most modelling studies adopt coursegrained approaches that average over the details of the atomistic dynamics -e.g., in the form of course-grained perturbative and Markovian master equations. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] Alternative approaches use atomistic insight from first principles calculations to directly propagate approximate equations of motion for the electrons and nuclei. 19 For example, one of the most common course-grained strategies for modelling light harvesting dynamics utilizes the hierarchical equations of motion (HEOM), which is applicable to any process occurring within a system characterized by N discrete quantum states coupled to a bosonic environment (which can be an infinite collection of harmonic oscillators characterized by some spectral density). 20, 21 The HEOM and related approaches have been utilized by a number of workers to describe population transfer in photosynthetic light harvesting systems. [22] [23] [24] A wide range of methods has been previously employed to obtain parameters for coarsegrained exciton Hamiltonians. At one extreme are entirely empirical models, with Hamiltonian parameters obtained through fitting to experimental observables like absorption spectra. 25 However, there have also been efforts toward developing hybrid approaches, where coarse-grained model parameters are obtained from atomistic simulations. 26 The general strategy here has been to carry out atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) to sample a range of atomic configurations within the antenna complex. After extracting chromophore geometries from the MD simulations, ab initio methods have been used to calculate ground and excited-state chromophore site energies and couplings. 17, 19, 27, 28 Although these approaches include some atomistic detail in the dynamical propagation, they nevertheless average over many of the constituent atomic motions of both the environment and the system. The quantum system is collapsed onto a set of site energies, the environment is collapsed into a spectral density function, and the system-environment coupling is collapsed into a set of simple functional forms -e.g., bilinear coupling. Such coarse-grained models are certainly useful insofar as they enable comparison with phenomenological observables obtained from experiment.
However, an important fundamental issue that has recently arisen in understanding light harvesting systems concerns the extent to which electronic energy transport and delocalized electronic excitations are coupled to vibrational motion. [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] Because coarse-graining largely averages over the impact that specific, local vibrational motions have on excitation energy transfer (EET) dynamics, the work presented here marks an important step toward developing fully atomistic non-adiabatic MD simulations which explicitly treat the coupled anharmonic vibrational motion of all the constituent atoms in a supramolecular system. This will ultimately provide a detailed understanding of the relationship between specific atomic motions and phenomenological EET dynamics. This is an outstanding area of interest within the domain of biological light harvesting specifically, and photoexcited energy transport more generally. [36] [37] [38] Figure 1: The 27 Bchla chromophores comprising LH2, from 'top-down' (left panel) and 'side-on' (right panel) views. LH2 consists of two different ring structures: a 9-chromophore B800 ring (named for its spectral absorption maximum at 800 nm), and an 18-chromophore B850 ring (named for its absorption maximum at 850 nm). The 18 chromophores of the B850 ring form 9 adjacent dimer pairs. The phytyl tails of the BChlas, along with the surrounding protein scaffold and carotenoids, have been removed for the sake of clarity.
For small molecular systems, excited state methods like CASSCF, CASPT2, EOM-CCSD, and TDDFT can provide considerable insight into specific atomic motions and molecular vibrations which correlate with dynamical phenomena like intersystem crossing and internal conversion, especially in combination with algorithms designed for atomistic non-adiabatic dynamics simulations. [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] With increasing research effort devoted to investigating condensed phase electronic energy transfer across a range of systems, 2, 27, 40, [45] [46] [47] an open question is whether excited-state theoretical methods can be extended to large systems to furnish a similar level of detail, and thereby provide microscopic insight regarding the details of electronic energy transfer. TDDFT methods and their extensions 48 have recently shown some success in calculating the site energies of pigments in light harvesting complexes, 49, 50 and there have been recent attempts to carry out ab initio calculations on both the ground and excited states of these large supramolecular complexes. 51 In this work, we describe a new attempt to push atomistic dynamics simulation of light harvesting antenna complexes further. Utilizing a recently developed multi-tiered parallel exciton framework that has been shown to give good agreement with fully atomistic GPU-accelerated TDDFT methods, 52 we build an excitonic LH2 Hamiltonian which is refined through tuning two parameters to the experimental absorption spectrum. Using this fully atomistic Hamiltonian, we carry out an 'on-thefly' non-adiabatic dynamics trajectory of the LH2 complex using Tully's fewest switches surface hopping (FSSH) algorithm. 53 Assuming Franck-Condon excitation of a narrow eigenstate band centred at 800 nm, we use surface hopping to follow the subsequent nonadiabatic dynamics within the full LH2 eigenstate manifold. Consistent with experimental data, our non-adiabatic dynamics simulations give respective timescales for B800 → B850 population transfer (τ B800→B850 ) between 650 -1050 fs, and B800 population decay (τ 800→ ) between 10 -50 fs. To the best of our knowledge, these are amongst the first on-the-fly simulations of their kind performed on a photosynthetic supramolecular multichromophore complex of this size, and provide an intriguing way forward for future studies of energy transport in light harvesting systems.
Theoretical Framework

Atomistic Ab Initio Exciton Model
The TDDFT excitonic framework used in this work has been described previously. 52 Therefore, we provide only a brief summary here, with some additional information available in the SI. We define the many electron basis set Φ (i,k ) to include the singly-excited excitonic basis functions of the full system, with the ith chromophore excited to its kth electronic state and the other N -1 chromophores in their ground electronic state:
Here, it is assumed that the exciton basis functions described by the wavefunctions of the ground and singly-excited chromophores can be written as a single Slater determinant, where ϕ (i,k ) denotes the Slater determinant describing the k th electronic state wavefunction in the basis of molecular orbitals localized on the i th chromophore. The ground electronic state, where none of the chromophores are excited, is also included in the many-electron basis.
Given this many-electron basis set, the exciton Hamiltonian is given as (N = 27 in the example below, corresponding to the constituent BChlas in Figure 1 ):
The first diagonal matrix element describes the energy of the exciton basis function for the ground state of the full system, Φ 0 . The ground state energy, E 0 , which does not typically appear in standard exciton models, allows us to describe both the ground-excited state electronic coupling and the ground and excited state gradients of the full system. The energy is evaluated as the sum of individual ground state chromophore energies coupled by a Coulombic dipole-dipole interaction, valid for well-separated chromophore geometries: 54
where ε r is an effective dielectric constant, ! n ij is the unit vector for the center-of-mass separation between chromophores i and j and ε (i,0) / ! µ (i,0) are the ground state energy/dipole moment of the i th chromophore, respectively.
The remaining diagonal elements describe the energies of the singly-excited excitonic basis functions: 52
where ε (i,k) is the energy of the k th excited state of the i th chromophore, ε (j,0) is the ground state energy of the j th chromophore, and ! µ (i,k ) is the dipole moment of the k th excited state on chromophore i. The correction factor is an energy shift parameter that accounts for the inevitable discrepancies between experimental excitation energies and those calculated from TDDFT. 55 The off-diagonal matrix elements describe the Coulombic coupling between excitonic basis states and are approximated using the Forster expression, 56 within the point-dipole approximation:
where ! M (i,k )←(i,0) is the transition dipole moment for transition k←0 on chromophore i. The offdiagonal matrix elements that couple the ground state to excited chromophore states are calculated as:
The point dipole interactions fall off as 1/ε r R ij 3 , where R ij is the separation distance between chromophores i and j, and ε r is the effective dielectric constant. The effective dielectric constant describes the extent to which the coupling is electrostatically screened by the local environment. The model defined by Eqs. (2) and (4-6) is most accurate in the limit of large R, where higher order multipole terms are insignificant relative to the leading-order dipole-dipole interaction terms and the exponential decay of the neglected Dexter-type terms renders them negligible. 57 Within this excitonic framework, the electronic absorption spectrum I(ω) can be computed over a range of conformational samples (each of which is indexed by α) using the following expression:
where f I,α is the calculated oscillator strength for transition from the lowest excitonic eigenstate ψ 0 to ψ I at snapshot α (described previously 52 ) , Ω I ,α is the corresponding excitation energy, and Γ is a Gaussian broadening factor. The excitonic eigenstates ψ are obtained by diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1).
It is important to point out that more accurate expressions for the inter-chromophore transition-dipole couplings are available than those afforded by the point-dipole model utilized here. [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] These expressions include the transition density cube method, 59 the transition monopole approximation, 60, 61 the transition charge method, 58 and others. [62] [63] [64] Our decision to adopt the pointdipole approximation stems from a few different considerations. First, the point-dipole model is straightforward to differentiate compared to the other strategies, which is an important consideration given that one of our primary aims is to follow non-adiabatic dynamics on the excitonic eigenstates.
Second, previous work has shown that the point-dipole approximation is quite accurate for the transition dipole coupling strength between Bchla chromophores in LH2. 58, 65, 66 Our own work is indeed compatible with this last observation: 52 an excitonic model built from point-dipole couplings between the chromophore transition dipoles gives eigenstate energies and linear absorption spectra which are in very good agreement with the results obtained from GPU-accelerated TDDFT calculations on a six-chromophore subset of adjacent LH2 BChlas. Recently, a variant of an ab initio exciton model that analytically calculates the Coulombic and Dexter-type exchange couplings has been introduced. 67, 68 This demonstrates that higher accuracy can be achieved if desired, although the computational cost is also much increased.
Parameter Optimization
Diagonalizing the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) yields N+1 adiabatic eigenvalues λ i and eigenvectors ψ i in the exciton basis (the ground electronic state and N excited states). Agreement between the linear absorption spectrum obtained using these eigenstates and the experimental spectrum is sensitive to the δ and ε r parameters in Eqs. (3) (4) (5) . In this work, δ and ε r have been determined by fitting to the experimental linear absorption spectrum using a non-linear least squares approach borrowed from previous work. 69 The decision to optimize the δ and ε r parameters arises from the recognition that: (i) TDDFT vertical excitation energies are usually subject to some systematic error; and (ii) the dielectric screening in Eqs. (4) (5) is an underestimate of the true screening, because the coupling between BChlas includes neither the explicit effects of the environment nor of the other BChlas beyond the Forster coupling described above.
Nonadiabatic exciton dynamics
The results of our fitting procedure (discussed below) provide reasonable eigenstate energies, but non-adiabatic dynamics methods also require efficient ground and excited-state gradients and non-adiabatic coupling vectors between all excitonic eigenstates. For example, the non-adiabatic coupling vectors, d ! IJ , which mediate population transfer between excitonic states, are evaluated as:
where dH/dR (in the adiabatic representation) can be calculated from the Hellmann-Feynmann theorem, the excitonic eigenstates and the gradients of the matrix elements in Eq. (1). Derivatives of the diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) (for the exciton basis states Φ (i,k ) ) may be written as:
The derivatives of the corresponding off-diagonal elements are given by the analytical derivatives of matrix elements in Eqs. (4) (5) . (See section S1 of the Supplementary Information for the full gradient expressions).
Ground and excited state gradients of individual chromophores are readily computed from TDDFT, allowing efficient evaluation of the ∂ε ∂R terms in Eq. (8) . Obtaining derivatives for the transition dipole moments, ∂M ∂R , and excited state dipole moments, ∂µ (i,k ) / ∂R , is significantly more challenging, because it requires solving higher order coupled-perturbed equations. Tractable non-adiabatic gradients within the exciton Hamiltonian are requisite for MD simulations on systems as large as LH2, with the principle bottleneck being the ability to efficiently calculate analytic gradients of the chromophore transition dipole moments. To avoid this expense in the context of the surface hopping MD simulations of LH2, we used a simple approximation to the excited state and transition dipole derivatives: assuming a ground and excited state charge distribution which is only slowly varying with respect to nuclear conformation, we took the atomic-specific Cartesian values of ∂M/∂R and ∂µ (i,k ) / ∂R to be static quantities, obtained as the average values of numerically differentiated dipole vectors for the S 0 àS 1 excitation or S 1 excited state on a particular Bchla chromophore.
The averaged values of ∂M/∂R which we used to carry out the surface hopping dynamics are described in part 2 of the Supplementary Information, and were calculated numerically by finite difference (with displacements of 0.001 Angstrom) averaged over 100 conformational snapshots sampled from MD simulations of LH2 carried out in AMBER (described below). The distribution of atoms which contribute significantly to the magnitude of the derivative vector include only the heavy atoms in the core and inner rings, indicating that it is in fact the orientation of these inner atoms with respect to the Mg core that plays a dominant role in the fluctuations of the transition dipole vectors on each B850 site. In our previous work, we have carried out a comparison of the dynamics results obtained using this approximation to those obtained using numerical transition dipole moments calculated from full TDDFT, and shown that both approaches are in close agreement. 52 Part S2 of the Supplementary Information details results from two additional tests (carried out on six-and twochromophore LH2 subsets, respectively) which were designed to test our static approximation: (1) a comparison between the transition dipole moment gradient vector obtained using the static approximation with the same quantity obtained using TDDFT simulations; and (2) a comparison between a 100-fs MD run obtained using our static approximation with a 100-fs MD run obtained using analytical dipole derivatives calculated using the Lagrangian approach described previously. 70 In both cases, the tests indicate very good agreement. Figure S1 further supports the approximation that the transition dipole moment derivatives are only weakly dependent on variations of the Bchla atomic coordinates.
Surface Hopping Dynamics
Using the approach described above, we ran dynamics of the full 27-chromophore LH2 complex, using the fewest-switches surface hopping algorithm, 53 in which the electronic wave function is expressed as an expansion of adiabatic excitonic eigenstates: i! " 
where N is the normalization factor. Observable quantities are computed from a single initial condition with initial population amplitudes specified by Eq. (12) . In practice, Eq. (12) places the bulk of the initial amplitude on a single excitonic eigenstate.
Computational Methods
GPU-accelerated TDDFT
Calculations of the ground state electronic structure for each Bchl chromophore used the 6-31G basis set and the ωPBEh exchange correlation functional with range separation parameter ω=0.2 Å -1 . Energies, gradients, and dipole moments for the lowest excited state of each chromophore were calculated using linear response TDDFT (LR-TDDFT) within the Tamm-Dancoff approximation. 77 The SCF and TDDFT calculations for each BChla chromophore are carried out with GPU-accelerated algorithms, as implemented in TeraChem. 52 Since the calculations for each
Bchla are independent of all other Bchla chromophores, we employ independent compute nodes for each chromophore and calculate these in parallel. 52 The excitonic framework outlined above is implemented within a self-contained software package which utilizes a Python implementation of the message passing interface (MPI) similar to that recently described. 78 The MPI framework distributes individual Bchla TDDFT jobs on hybrid CPU/GPU nodes, retrieving the appropriate results at the conclusion of the job (i.e., ground and excited-state energies and gradients of a specific Bchla chromophore), and then reducing this data to form the exciton Hamiltonian on the master CPU node, which undertakes diagonalization to obtain the eigenstate coefficients, eigenvalue energies, and state-specific atomic gradients required for dynamical propagation. The excitonic Hamiltonians required to propagate the surface hopping trajectory described below were run in parallel on 16 GTX 750 Ti GPUs distributed across 2 compute nodes (8 GPUs each), with the ERIs of an individual chromophore parallelized over 4 GPUs.
LH2 Thermal MD simulations
For the purposes of exciton spectral fitting and in order to generate initial geometries for surface-hopping dynamics simulations, MD simulations of the LH2 complex were carried out, with the Bchla chromophores and carotenoids explicitly embedded in the LH2 protein environment.
Atomistic thermal LH2 MD simulations were performed on GPUs with the pmemd.cuda code 79 that is part of the AMBER12 suite of programs (www.ambermd.org). PDB-entry 2FKW 80 was used as starting structure, with the lauryl dimethylamine-N-oxide (LDA) molecules removed. The ff12SB
force-field was used for the protein components and bacteriochlorophylls were modelled using the parameters from Ceccarelli, et al. 81 Parameters for the N-terminal N-carboxymethionine of the peptide chains were adapted from the ff12SB parameters for standard methionine. For the rhodopsin glucoside (RG1) carotenoids, we combined parameters from Zhang et al. 82 (for the rhodopsin part, based on β-carotene) and GLYCAM06 (for the glucoside part). 83 AM1-BCC charges 84 (calculated through Antechamber) were used for the rhodopsin part and the link to the glucoside. The system was set up for simulation using the generalized Born implicit solvent method (model II in ref. 85 ).
Histidines were singly protonated on Nε2, apart from His30/His31 that coordinate to the magnesium in bacteriochlorophyll through Nε2 (and were thus protonated on Nδ1). Simulations were performed in the NVT ensemble, using 298K Langevin dynamics for temperature control and a 2 fs time step (with SHAKE applied to hydrogen containing bonds). No cut-off for non-bonded interactions was used, and calculations were performed with the Mixed Single/Double/Fixed Point Precision CUDA code. After a short minimization, the system was gradually heated and equilibrated at 300 K over 200 ps, before starting production MD in 1 ns time-blocks. For production MD, a mild restraint was applied (force constant of 10 kcal mol −1 Å −2 ) when the Nε2-Mg distance was larger than 3.0 Å. The ESI shows a movie of the 300 K AMBER MD simulations (see file AMBER-MD.mov).
Parameter Fitting and Surface Hopping
Fitting of δ and ε r was carried out by extracting 500 snapshots of Bchla conformations from the LH2 AMBER MD simulations (i.e., one snapshot every 100 fs) using a SciPy non-linear
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm we have described and utilized previously. 69, 78 With δ and ε r as fitting parameters, we minimized a merit function defined as the sum-of-squares difference between the 293K experimental linear absorption spectrum and the excitonic 298K absorption spectrum:
where the summation is over the discretized excitation energy ω, and I(ω) is the corresponding absorption spectrum amplitude, as described previously. 52 The Gaussian broadening factor Γ which appears in Eq (7) 
Results and Discussion
298K Absorption Spectra
The experimental absorption spectra 86 of LH2 from Rhodopseudomonas acidophila is shown in blue in Figure 2 . The double-ring structure of LH2 shown in Figure 1 results in two prominent peaks separated by ~50 nm. The first peak amplitude is slightly greater than the highest peak, with a low energy band edge at ≈885 nm. Our fitting procedure yielded optimized values of -0.50 eV and 1.43 for the δ and ε r parameters, respectively. Figure 2 shows the resultant spectra obtained from fitting, with absorption maxima at 865 and 800 nm. In order to further evaluate the agreement between the experimental and excitonic spectra, we examined the lineshapes of each absorption peak by fitting a sum of two Gaussians to each spectrum using a nonlinear least squares algorithm with variable Gaussian amplitudes, means and standard deviations. The full-width half-max (FWHM) of the 800 and 850nm Gaussian linewidths exciton spectra are 57.23 nm and 33.27 nm, in close agreement with experimental values. Figure 2 shows a larger discrepancy between the experimental and the model predictions for the amplitude of the high-energy peak compared to the lower energy peak. The origins of this discrepancy are not entirely clear. Our initial hypothesis was that sitedependent screenings of the inter-chromophore couplings might be responsible. To probe this hypothesis, we introduced additional model parameters which effectively allowed us to vary the value of ε r with respect to specific chromophore-chromophore couplings; however, this led to only negligible changes in the exciton spectrum and thus this hypothesis can be confidently excluded.
Other possible reasons for the discrepancy in the peak height include errors in the TDDFT oscillator strengths or structural errors arising from the empirical force field. Figure 2 : Absorption spectra of LH2 complex computed using exciton model (red) and from experiments (blue) carried out at 298K. 86 The best-fit parameters obtained from the exciton model are also shown.
Encouragingly, the best-fit parameters are in reasonable agreement with a priori expectations. Specifically, the best-fit value of δ (-0.50 eV), which red shifts the TDDFT vertical excitation energies, is compatible with the systematic errors often observed in TDDFT site energies.
Red shifts linked to pigment-protein interactions are consistent with results observed in previous studies, 51, 87, 88 and are as expected given that the vertical excitation energies on the chromophores are calculated in vacuo. The dielectric screening parameter ε r accounts for the effect that the environment has in modulating the inter-chromophore coupling, effectively treating the gas-phase exciton model as if it were embedded in a homogeneous electrostatic environment. Our best-fit value of 1.43 is a relatively small correction, comparable to what might be expected in weakly interacting organic solvents. The primary effects of the dielectric screening value are to modulate the energetic gap between the two peaks shown in Figure 2 , and to a lesser extent, the energetic bandwidths and peak intensities.
Obtaining an atomistic model that reproduces the experimental absorption spectrum, allows us to analyze the microscopic details of the electrostatic coupling between the different classes of LH2 chromophores. A key factor that impacts the structure of the experimental spectra is the distribution of exciton Hamiltonian matrix elements generated from thermally-induced LH2
conformations. The distribution of site energies corresponding to each exciton basis state reflects the variations in the S 1 excitation energy of each BChla chromophore. Our model gives a site energy distribution with an average of ~12625 cm -1 (Figure 3a ), in agreement with previous estimates of the B850 S 1 excitation energy. 89 We have similarly analysed the distribution of interactions between
BChlas in LH2. This includes interactions between all the BChlas, split into three different classes:
interactions between BChlas on the B850 ring, interactions between BChlas on the B800 ring, and interactions between BChlas on the B800 ring with those on the B850 ring (Figure 3b ). The distribution of intra-dimer B850-B850 Bchla couplings have an average value of 440 cm -1 . Interdimer couplings are markedly weaker, with an average of 125 cm -1 (Figure 3c ). These results are broadly in line with previous estimates of intra-and inter-dimer B850 couplings, which generally lie between 238-771 cm -1 and 110-612 cm -1 , respectively. [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] The strong inter and intra-dimer coupling of the BChlas in the B850 ring arise from the short-range proximity of chromophores as well as the alignment of their transition dipole moment vectors within the ring structure. Figure 3d shows the coupling energies for B800-B850 interactions. The interactions between B800-B800 nearest neighbours and B800-B850 nearest neighbors have a similar distribution, with respective averages of 39 cm -1 and 46 cm -1 . These small values of the B800-B800 and B800-B850 couplings compared to the B850-B850 couplings are similar to the findings of previous work, which has estimated these couplings to be approximately 24 -31 cm -1 . 5, 59 Long-range couplings are less than 10 cm -1 , for both distributions. The distributions of site energies and couplings in Figure 3 are essentially Gaussian, a finding which is qualitatively consistent with ideas put forth by Cheng and Silbey. 94 Our calculated absorption spectrum reproduces the experimental spectrum reasonably well.
The biggest discrepancy concerns the amplitude of the B800 band, which the model underpredicts compared to the experimental spectrum, and it is worth briefly highlighting potential reasons for this:
(1) the MD simulations (from which our absorption spectra were calculated) were initialized from an LH2 crystal structure which is very close to a perfect circle and (even over the course of tens of nanoseconds) were unable to sample elliptical configurations which have previously been shown to play an important role in quantitatively modeling the experimental spectra; 95 (2) the absorption spectra which we calculated using the ab initio exciton model were carried out with all 27 chromophores in the gas phase, with no environment apart from neighboring chlorophylls. As a result, the site-specific excitation energies, transition dipoles, and oscillator strengths of the LH2 eigenstate transitions may not align exactly with their values given an explicit treatment of the environment electrostatics. 
Non-adiabatic exciton dynamics
Initial coordinates for the surface-hopping dynamics were determined by randomly choosing a single LH2 conformation from our ground state MD simulations, with initial velocities sampled from a 300K Boltzmann distribution. Our initial conditions, chosen to allow us to compare our results to the experiments recently reported by Maly et al., 96 correspond to vertical Frank-Condon excitation by a Gaussian pulse centered at 800 nm (1.55 eV), corresponding to the B800 absorption band maximum. The pulse envelope was chosen to have a FWHM of 100 fs (~0.02 eV). The exciton eigenstates were initialized with total population normalized to unity according to Eq. (11). Timedependent observable quantities, (e.g., those shown in Figure 4 , discussed in further detail below)
were computed from the population amplitudes propagated on each eigenstate via the single surface hopping trajectory. Figure 4B shows the aggregate population in the 850 nm band over the first 300 fs of the surface hopping trajectory whose eigenstates are depicted in the top panel. The results over the first 300 fs indicate that the 850 nm band population created in the wake of the B800 excitation pulse grows with a time profile that is roughly exponential. Fitting the results in Figure 4B to an exponential growth kinetic model of the form
gives τ B800→B850~ 1050 fs. The fitting error is large owing to the fact that we have data from only a single non-adiabatic trajectory of limited (300 fs) duration. The population growth curve is therefore noisy and the fit (which predicts a time constant larger than the trajectory duration) is subject to considerable uncertainty. To get a better handle on the fitting error, we carried out an additional fit confined to those points clustered around the upper envelope of the Fig 4B population trace, and get τ B800→B850~ 650 fs. While more detailed comparison with experimental measurements will require longer time simulations and better statistics via sampling over a wider range of initial conditions (a topic for future work), the τ B800→B850 values in Figure 4B are nevertheless broadly in line with experimental measurements of the timescales for B800→B850 population transfer, reported to range from 600 -1000 fs. 89 Figure 4 : (A) Energies within the exitonic eigenstate manifold as a function of time. The intensity of each line corresponds to the population of the corresponding eigenstate at a particular time (white corresponds to zero population; dark blue to unit population).The energy of the surface-hopping trajectory as a function of time is depicted as a dark red line. The computed absorption spectrum is shown at the far right for reference, with the initial excitation and population distribution located at the 800 nm peak (1.55 eV). (B) Aggregated population summed over all eigenstates whose energy lies within the 850 band, using the shaded blue energetic range shown overlaid on the absorption spectrum in the inset. The grey region shows potential fits of the data to Eq (14) . The fits are bounded by time constants of 650 and 1050 fs. (C) Aggregated population summed over all eigenstates whose energy lies within the 800 ± 5 nm band, using the shaded blue energetic range shown overlaid on the absorption spectrum in the inset. The grey region shows potential fits of the data to Eq (15) . The fits are bounded by time constants of 10 and 50 fs. Fig 4C shows the aggregated time-dependent population summed over all eigenstates whose energy lies within the 800 ± 5nm band, along with corresponding fits carried out using an exponential decay kinetic model of the form
Again, the data is noisy owing to the fact that we have only one trajectory; the grey bands show fits bounded by curves where τ 800→ ranges from 10 -50 fs. Computing τ 800→ in this way allows us to undertake comparisons with recent work published by Maly et al, 96 
Visualization of non-adiabatic LH2 exciton dynamics
The method outlined in this paper represents the first attempt to carry out atomisticallyresolved on-the-fly ab initio non-adiabatic dynamics of LH2 exploiting recent developments in GPU-accelerated quantum chemistry and ab initio molecular dynamics. The parallel framework that we have outlined herein scales linearly with the number of excitonic basis functions, but nevertheless presents a significant computational expense. We are making progress in porting the framework outlined herein onto larger computational platforms, which will ultimately enable us to statistically converge the LH2 surface-hopping simulations and derive more quantitative conclusions related to excitonic energy transfer rates. However, even at this stage, we believe that the surface hopping dynamics allow us to draw important microscopic physical insight into the dynamics of excitonic energy transport which takes place in supramolecular biomolecular light-harvesting systems like LH2. In order to easily visualize the character of energy transport that we observe, we have constructed a movie showing time resolved excitonic energy transport in LH2 from our surface-hopping dynamics (included as a movie link [see file NonAdiabaticDynamics.mov] in the Electronic Supplementary Information (ESI)).
Tools for constructing time-resolved depictions of excitonic energy transport are not generally available within standard molecular visualization packages. To construct the movie in the ESI, the 3D structural data (time-dependent atomic positions as a multi-state PDB file) were imported into Cinema 4D (http://www.maxon.net), a general-purpose modelling, animation, and rendering application. Import was achieved using ePMV (embedded Python Molecular Viewer), which allows the embedding of molecular modelling data into professional animation software environments to generate structures for visualization. 97 We represented the carbon backbones of the chromophores using stick models surrounding a central space-filling Mg atoms. We also utilized depth cuing, so that the opacity gradients of colours and lines used to represent the atomic stick models that make up the chromophores fade into the white background as they get deeper into the screen (i.e., with increasing Z-depth). In addition to the time series of atomic coordinates, the was then used to construct a movie 1500 frames long that plays at 30 frames per second.
Section S3 of the ESI includes the Cinema 4D script which we used to generate the snapshots in Figure 5 (and the corresponding ESI movie), along with detailed instructions on how to use this script to read in time series of atomic coordinates and excitonic amplitudes. Rendering of a high-quality movie is required to visualize the subtle opacity differences in the excitonic amplitudes.
Since the C4D package is not commonly used within the chemical and biochemical molecular visualization communities, section S4 of the ESI includes files, instructions, and associated python scripts that illustrate how to generate an excitonic dynamics movie using the Chimera package. Figure 5 : Snapshots from the supplementary movie, showing population amplitudes from surface-hopping trajectories projected into the chromophore site-basis as described in the text. The corresponding time (in fs) of each snapshot is also shown.
The picture of energy transport that emerges from the supplementary movie (excitonic state energies and populations used to make the movie are available in the LH2_population_data.zip folder included in the ESI) is that of extremely rapid transfer between delocalized excitonic eigenstates as a result of vibrational motion of the atoms that make up the constituent LH2
chromophores. This vibrational motion leads to frequent crossings in the excitonic eigenstate manifold, as shown in Figure 4 . Figure 4 shows that the initial excitation has largely migrated to excitonic states on the B850 ring -a result which can also be seen from qualitative inspection of the 290.8 fs snapshot in Figure 5 . The Supplementary Movie clearly shows that the timescale for excitonic transport is significantly faster than that for vibrational motion of the atoms that make up the chromophores.
Conclusions
In this work, we exploit a recently reported GPU-accelerated on-the-fly ab initio excitonic model 52 to carry out thousands of excited state ab initio calculations on the full LH2 complex in atomistic detail, explicitly treating the anharmonic vibrational dynamics of all the constituent atoms.
This approach has allowed us to calculate a fully atomistic in vacuo absorption spectrum for LH2 which was calibrated using two parameters correcting for 1) intrinisic TDDFT errors in the monomer vertical excitation energies and 2) dielectric screening between monomers due to the surrounding protein environment that we have neglected. Optimization of these two parameters leads to an LH2 absorption spectrum that reproduces many of the features seen in the experimental spectrumnamely the double peak structure, the band edges, and the absorption linewidths. We expect our ab initio model to be quite accurate within the dynamically important regions of LH2 configuration space over which the model has been parameterized. We have further reported on the first fully atomistic on-the-fly simulations of nonadiabatic dynamics in LH2, using a surface hopping method for the dynamics. Future work will carry out the extensive averaging over initial conditions that is needed to make detailed predictions regarding excited state lifetimes and dynamical properties. It is important to point out that the point dipole approximation utilized in this work may break down for systems with stronger intermolecular interactions. As a result, one should exercise caution in extending the approach outlined herein to other systems, and carefully evaluate the goodness of the point dipole approximation for the specific system under investigation.
The results obtained from the on-the-fly surface hopping trajectory have allowed us to visualize the dynamics of excitonic migration in LH2. The data are noisy owing to the fact that we have only a single trajectory of limited duration (300 fs); nevertheless we obtain approximate timescales consistent with experimental observations for B800 → B850 population transfer (650 -1050 fs), and population decay of eigenstates centred at 800 nm (10 -50 fs). The dynamical picture of excitonic energy transport which emerges from this work is one of rapidly fluctuating excitonic eigenstates which are delocalized over multiple chromophores and undergo frequent crossing on a femtosecond timescale as a result of the underlying vibrational dynamics of the atoms which make up the Bchla chromophores. The result is a sort of highly connected eigenstate network: the frequent crossings combine to create scenario where the states are in a sort of constant "communication" with one another, allowing excitation localized in any one state to travel far and fast. In future work, it will be interesting to explore the extent to which electronic energy transfer within the highly connected LH2 eigenstate network (and also between LH2 eigenstate networks) can be treated using models which assume ergodicity.
Nonadiabatic dynamics simulations for systems of this size provide an exciting challenge for even the most efficient TDDFT implementations, and require additional levels of parallelism adapted to exploit modern supercomputing architectures. The results outlined in this work are therefore encouraging, but further work and computational resources are required in order to sample a more exhaustive range of initial conditions (including elliptically deformed LH2s), to converge the nonadiabatic dynamics statistics and improve the reliability of our predicted values of τ B800→B850 and τ 800→ . We also plan to explicitly treat the protein and solvent environment of the BChlas. With exascale parallel computational architectures on the horizon, it will become feasible to carry out atomistic nonadiabatic dynamics of separate LH2 complexes embedded in a membrane on timescales of tens of picoseconds, providing an unprecedented level of atomistic detail to understand and visualize the non-adiabatic dynamics by which excitation amplitude transfers between LH2 complexes. We also intend to obtain other data from the model which will allow us to compare with experimentally measured circular dichroism spectroscopy, new types of 2d electronic-vibrational spectroscopy, 98 and LH2 superradiance predictions. 99 Ultimately, an atomistic framework such as this will allow us to go beyond mean-field treatments of the environment that use homogeneous, harmonic spectral densities. This will help determine the extent to which spatially heterogeneous atomic dynamics, anharmonic nuclear vibrations, and local fluctuations of the chromophores/protein scaffold govern photosynthetic energy transport. Furthermore, it will furnish insight into the extent to which atomically resolved structural motifs and their dynamics modulate energy transfer. 46 Atomistic simulations along these lines will not only aid our attempts to visualize the relationship between energy transport and specific atomic motions, but also help to establish the appropriate dynamical phenomena for inclusion into less expensive coarse-grained models. 
